Non-uniform memory access (NUMA) systems, where each processor has its own memory, have been popular platform in high-end computing. While some early studies had reported that a flat-MPI programming model outperformed an OpenMP/MPI hybrid programming model on SMP clusters, the hybrid of a shared-memory, thread-based programming and a distributed-memory, message passing programming is considered to be a promising programming model on the multi-core multi-socket NUMA clusters. We explore the performance of the OpenMP/MPI hybrid programming model on a large scale multi-core multi-socket cluster called T2K Open Supercomputer to reveal the nature of the hybrid programming model on such clusters. We extend the Real-Space Density Functional Theory (RSDFT) code to the OpenMP/MPI hybrid version. We show and discuss the performance for several routines in RSDFT code which have different characteristics in operation and communication.
INTRODUCTION
Non-uniform memory access (NUMA) systems, where each processor has its own memory, have been popular platform in high-end computing. Especially, multi-core processors are widely used in such systems. Since the number of cores in a system keeps increasing, in the future, there is a possibility that the number of cores in a system will be too large for the flat-MPI programming model. For this problem, OpenMP/MPI hybrid programming model which combines a shared-memory, thread-based programming and a distributedmemory, message passing programming seems to provide a solution.
of multi-core processors ( Figure 2 ). In NUMA systems, each processor has its own main memory and accesses the memory dedicated to another processor via a bus. In addition to the local memory, cores in each processor usually have both of local cache and shared cache. Therefore, multi-core multi-socket NUMA systems are considered to be able to improve the performance of the hybrid programming model. This paper extends the results of [4] . In our previous work, we investigated the performance of an OpenMP/MPI hybrid programming model and showed the result of a scientific application (Real Space Density Functional Theory, RSDFT) code. It indicated that the OpenMP/MPI hybrid programming model takes advantage of the coarse-grain load-balancing in problems for which appropriate data distribution is difficult. The smaller number of MPI processes in the hybrid programming model reduces the waiting time for MPI synchronization. However, if threads are spread across different sockets and must access remote memory, it causes performance degradation. In this paper, we further consider the performance of the hybrid programming model using an RSDFT code, and show the result from the Performance API (PAPI) [5] .
T2K OPEN SUPERCOMPUTER AND T2K TSUKUBA SYSTEM 3.1 T2K Open Supercomputer
The concept of "Open Supercomputer" was proposed by the T2K Open Supercomputer Alliance [6] , which was organized primarily aiming at collaborative work on the specification design for new supercomputers acquisition of the following three member universities: Open to User's Needs The supercomputers are larger and faster than the daily computers but have the hardware and software architecture same as the user's own daily environment in order to be used not only for numerical applications but also for non-numerical ones such as information mining.
T2K Tsukuba System
All experiments in this paper are performed on a cluster called T2K-Tsukuba, which is a T2K Open Supercomputer system installed at University of Tsukuba. The specification of T2K Tsukuba is shown in Table 1 . Each computation node (Figure 3 ) is configured with 4-socket of quad-core Opteron (AMD Barcelona, 2.3 GHz) and 32 GB memory. Each processor in the node has 8GB (2GB ϫ 4)
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Performance Evaluation of a Hybrid Programming Model for RSDFT on T2K Open Supercomputer DDR2-667 memory and accesses the others via HyperTransport. Quad-rail 4ϫDDR InfiniBand HCA is employed, and each port of them is connected to a full-bisection bandwidth Fat-Tree network.
To execute a program on this system, users have to control allocation of processes and threads carefully for affinity. The numactl utility, which controls processor and memory affinities, can be used to bind local memory to each processor. The following example shows a shell script which binds a process to a particular CPU and memory connected to the CPU:
RSDFT 4.1 The Overview of First-Principles Calculations and RSDFT code
The original RSDFT code has been developed by Iwata et. al. in Fortran with MPI [7] . It performs first-principles calculations based on DFT which becomes one of the important tools of material sciences. To explore the performance of the OpenMP/MPI hybrid programming model for the first principles calculations, we have inserted OpenMP directives into the original code and rewritten some parts of the code.
The RSDFT code performs first principles calculations based on the Density Functional Theory (DFT) calculated on grids in real space [8] . The purpose of the DFT calculations is to minimize the energy functional E[ρ] with respect to the density ρ. In practice, it solves the Kohn-Sham equation In eqn (1), the density is expressed as a sum of the absolute squares of the wave functions φ n ,
and the minimization is performed with respect to φ n . In eqn (2), f n is the occupation numbers which are determined from the corresponding eigenvalues of the Kohn-Sham equation, and MB is the number of bands. The left coefficient is the Hamiltonian, where ٌ 2 is a sparse matrix of the FD operator, and υ[ρ](r) is the diagonal matrix whose elements are sum of the local potentials, and is the matrix of the nonlocal operator. Let the Hamiltonian H, we obtain the eigenvalue equation for φ n ,
Since the Hamiltonian depends on the density, and through the density eqn (2) depends on the eigen functions, eqn (1) must be solved self-consistently. In practice, we iterate specific operators described below and update φ n (r) gradually until obtaining self-consistent solution.
In the RSDFT code, a 3-dimensional spatial grid is introduced (Figure 4 (left)). The space is called unit cell. Let the number of grid points in the cell ML. The original code (flat-MPI) divides it into sub-cells according to the number of MPI-processes ( Figure 4 (right)). In the following, we denote the number of grid points in a sub-cell ML 0 . Basically, each MPI-process works on MLo points in its sub-cell and MPI communications occur in order to perform Figure 4 . A unit cell consists of a 3-dimensional spatial grid The cell is divided into subcells according to the number of MPI-processes.
calculations within its relevant sub-cells and in order to reduce data from all sub-cells. The wave functions are expressed as column vectors, such as (4) where the φ i = φ(r i ).
The main effort of the RSDFT is devoted to solve the eigenvalue problem eqn (3). This part is the iteration loop, which consists of three parts:
Since the number of eigen-solutions needed is MB, and MB << ML, a subspace iteration method is employed. To find the invariant subspace spanned by the eigen-vectors (wave functions) associated with the smallest MB eigenvalues of H where H is ML ϫ ML matrix, the Rayleigh quotients (RQ) (5) is minimized by CG. Then through GS, we ortho-normalize the wave functions φ n . After that, we refine the subspace through SD.
For self-consistent calculations, the density and the potentials are updated after GS and SD is performed with the updated potentials. This iteration -the iteration of CG, GS, (update), and SD -is called Self-Consistent Field (SCF) loop.
In this paper, we concentrate on the performance of SCF loop and its three subroutines. In the next subsection, we describe these subroutines and their OpenMP/MPI implementation briefly.
The RSDFT code and OpenMP/MPI Implementation
To investigate the performance of the OpenMP/MPI hybrid programming model in application codes, we have inserted OpenMP directives into the RSDFT code and written some parts of the code. In the following, we describe the outline and the OpenMP/MPI hybrid implementation of the three subroutines, Conjugate-Gradient Method (CG), Gram-Schmidt Orthonormalization (GS), and Subspace Diagonalization (SD).
Conjugate-Gradient (CG)
In this minimization method, most computational effort is spent on Hamiltonian operations (HPSI) and preconditioning (PC). In these operations, loops and vector operations in each subroutine are parallelized using OpenMP.
The HPSI consists of kinetic energy, local and non-local pseudepotential calculations, Of these calculations, only the local pseudepotential calculation does not have to communicate other sub-spaces. The PC performs something similar to the kinetic energy calculation of HPSI.
The RSDFT maintains the grid points as an array. In an MPI process, there are MB arrays where MB is the number of bands (eigenvalues required). Each of array has ML 0 grid points of a sub-space. HPSI and PC are performed for each array. In both HPSI and PC, the array is substituted into 3-dimensional array such as
The n1, ..,n2 are the grid points in a sub-space and correspond to 3-dimensional
The Md is the degree in differential equation. In the following experiments, we use Md = 6. In the HPSI and PC, both 3-dimensional array and 1-dimensional array are used. For example, a part of kinetic energy calculation is For 3-dimensional array, the grid points www(x,y,z) corresponding to the ones assigned in the 1-dimensional array calculation are also assigned to each thread. If the number of grid points of z-direction (outermost dimension) is divisible by the number of threads, then the division of z-direction consists with the division of 1-dimensional array. Otherwise, we divide grid points in both y and z directions to balance the work load. Figure 5 shows simplified example of the division for each thread.
Gram-Schmidt (GS)
GS orthogonalized MB wave functions. Figure 6 shows the traditional equations of GS. Since gray rectangles in the figure show that these equations contain matrix-matrix operations, the Gram Schmidt subroutine performs the matrixmatrix operations by dgemm (Level 3 of BLAS), mpi_allreduce and dgemm recursively as shown in Figure 7 . For example, the following part in Figure 6 
by the first dgemm of the first line of Figure 7 , and all reduces the resulted 2 ϫ 2 -matrix. Then it multiplies and the 2 ϫ 2-matrix via dgemm. Generally of the column sizes and row sizes, mm, nn << ML 0 , and mm, nn are smaller than OMP_NUM_THREADS in some of operations which are recursively performed. Therefore, in our implementation of the OpenMP/MPI hybrid RSDFT, we divide matrices in the ML 0 direction explicitly and call dgemm in each thread for each sub-matrix to maintain the efficiency of BLAS3. Figure 8 shows the OpenMP implementation of the matrix-matrix operations. In the figure, boxes indicate matrices. Different colored boxes are multiplied in different threads. Boxes with dotted lines are in private memories of threads. The Left figure is for the first operation and the right one is for the second r r ϕ ϕ operation in Figure 7 . After the matrix-matrix calculations by OpenMP-threads, results are gathered to input MPI_allreduce.
Subspace-Diagonalization (SD)
In SD, the eigenvalue problem of ML-dimension is reduced onto that of MBdimension, where ML is the number of grid points and MB is that of bands (and MB wave functions must be obtained). It consists of 
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In the previous work [4] , we showed that the OpenMP/MPI hybrid programming model takes advantage of the coarse-grain load-balancing in problems for which appropriate data distribution is difficult. In the following, we consider the case that the number of cores is appropriate to divide a problem space evenly even in flat-MPI programming model to further investigate the parallelism of the OpenMP/MPI hybrid and flat-MPI programming models.
Note that in the following experiments, the original (flat-MPI) code has also been changed from the previous work. While the previous work used isolated boundary condition, this work uses periodic boundary condition. Table 2 shows the sizes of problems used in the following experiments.
Problem Instances and Configurations
To investigate the performance of the hybrid programming model, we consider three configurations: For flat-MPI, mvapich2-medium/pgi and ϪO3 option are used. For 4)MP/MPI and 16OMP/MPI, mvapich2-medium/pgi and ϪO3 -mp option are used. For mvapich2, these two options are basically specified
MV2_NUM_HCAS=4 MV2_USE_SHARED_MEM=1
The former option specifies the number of rails used of the Quad-rail 4xDDR InfiniBand HCA, the latter specifies whether to use shared memory for intranode communication (1 is yes, and 0 is no). For 16OMP/MPI, MV2_USE_SHARED_MEM is set to 0 because there is no intra-node MPI communication. Moreover, in section 5.3, we compare MV2_USE_SHARED_ MEM=1 and MV2_USE_SHARED_MEM=0 for flat-MPI and 4OMP/MPI. Figure 9 shows the execution times of the three subroutines and the total execution time (1SCF) for Si512 problem using 32 cores (left) and 64 cores (right). The X-axis of these figure indicates the number of processes and the number of threads. For example, "2.16" is 16-OMP/MPI where 2 MPI processes are used and 16 threads are launched for each process. The 16 OMP/MPI takes as twice as long the others. Figure 10 shows the execution times of the three subroutines and the total execution time (1SCF) for Si4096 using 128, 256, 512 and 1024 cores. The Xaxis in these figures indicates the number of processes (and space divisions) and the number of threads. For example, "8ϫ8ϫ2.4" means that the number of processes is 8ϫ8ϫ2ϭ128 and 4 threads are launched for each process. The x, y and z directions of the problem space are divided into 8, 8, and 2 sub-spaces respectively. Because the Si4096 problem has 96ϫ96ϫ96 grid points, each sub-space has 12ϫ12ϫ48 grid points. In these figures, the total execution times (1SCF) by 4OMP/MPI and flat-MPI are almost same except the 1024-core case.
Overall Performance
In SD subroutine, 4OMP/MPI performs better than flat-MPI except the 128core case. Even in the 128-core case, 4OMP/MPI is better than flat-MPI if we ignore the pdsyevd ScaLAPACK subroutine.
In GS, 4OMP/MPI also performs better than flat-MPI. In GS and RotV, MatE of SD, 4OMP/MPI is better than flat-MPI even the number of cores is relatively small. The GS, RotV and MatE use BLAS subroutines and perform collective MPI communication. In our experiments, the combination of them seems to be suited to the hybrid programming model, because the hybrid programming model can reduce the number of MPI processes and the cost of collective communications. Moreover, the BLAS subroutines called by threads work as well as flat-MPI. In CG subroutine, flat-MPI performs better than 4OMP/MPI when 256 and 512 cores are used, while 4OMP/MPI performs better than flat-MPI when 1024 cores are used. The 1024-core case is somewhat special, because 96ϫ96ϫ96 grid points must be divided into sub-spaces with 12x12x6 grid points for 1024 MPI processes. In HPSI and PC, we need 6 neighbor points for each directions and the 6 grind points of z direction is too small. On the other hand, the space is divided into sub-spaces with 12ϫ12ϫ24 grid points for 4OMP/MPI even if 1024 cores are used. It means that the 4OMP/MPI does not have to communicate so frequently to send and receive the information of 6 neighbor points. The performances of (PC) and (HPSI) are discussed in section 5.5. 
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Shared memory intra-node MPI communication
Here, we discuss the effect of the use of shared memory intra-node MPI communication. The mvapich2 has the parameter MV2_USE_SHARED_MEM to specify whether to use shared memory for intra-node communication. Figure 11 shows the execution times when shared memory is NOT used for intra-node MPI communication (left) and the shared memory is used for intranode MPI communication (right). For Si4096 problem, all cores in 8 nodes (128cores) are used. It is clear that flat-MPI takes longer time than 4OMP/MPI when the shared memory is not used for intra-node communication. Comparing these two figures, the effect of the intra-node MPI communication is critical for the flat-MPI. On the other hand, it improves the performance of 4OMP/MPI slightly. It means that while the intra-node communications between sockets in a node via HyperTransport do not improve the performance, those between cores in a single socket via local-memory or L3 cache improve the performance. Especially, in the CG subroutine, the performance of the flat-MPI is increased by using the shared memory for intra-node communication. In CG, there are many point-to-point communications between neighbor sub-spaces and most of them can be performed using the shared memory.
Space division
From the result of 1024 cores of Figure 10 , a small sub-space size (in our problem, less than 12 points for each direction) decreases the performance. Therefore, if we divide Si4096 problem with 96ϫ96ϫ96 grid points into 512 Figure 11 . The execution Time. Si4096, 8nodes (128cores). MV2_USE_SHARED_MEM=0 (left) and MV2_USE_SHARED_MEM=1 (right).
sub-spaces for 512 MPI-processes, we must divide it 8ϫ8ϫ8 sub-spaces with 12ϫ12ϫ12 grid points. Other divisions such as 4ϫ8ϫ16 sub-spaces with 24ϫ12ϫ6 grid points cannot work well. Using the same number of cores, the hybrid programming model can divide the space flexibly In the previous experiments, we restrict the sub-spaces such that the number of grid points of z-direction for 4OMP/MPI is four times that for flat-MPI. In the following, we consider other sub-space sizes. Figure 12 (left) shows the execution times for three sizes of sub-spaces. For 512 cores, 128 MPI processes are used and 4 threads are launched for each process. A space with 96ϫ96ϫ96 grid points is divided into 64 sub-spaces by three different methods -8ϫ8ϫ2 sub-spaces with 12ϫ12ϫ48 grid points, 8ϫ4ϫ4 sub-spaces with 12ϫ24ϫ24 grid points, 4ϫ8ϫ4 sub-spaces with 24ϫ12ϫ24 grid points. The execution times are almost the same in SD and GS where the BLAS subroutines take major parts. In CG, the performance of the 8x4x4 is the best, because the time for (PC) is significantly reduced. Figure 12 (right) shows the execution times for three sizes of sub-spaces when 16 MPI processes and 4 threads (64 cores total) are used for Si2744. Because the Si2744 problem has 84ϫ84ϫ84 grid points, the 1ϫ4ϫ4 subspaces have 84ϫ84ϫ21 grid points and the 4ϫ4ϫ1 sub-spaces have 21ϫ84ϫ84 grid points. The former one seems to have a disadvantage because the z-direction, which corresponds to the outermost loop in the local-energy calculation of HPSI and PC , is not divisible by the number of threads. Figure  12 (right) shows that the performance degradation is small. Figure 13 shows the number of Data DWORD sent on the outgoing side of the HyperTransport link 1 and 2, which link sockets in a node. The link number 1 and 2 are shown in figure 14 by the solid and dotted lines respectively. Note that these numbers are used for convenience and are not correspond to the identification numbers assigned by PAPI. From figure 13 , it is clear that using inter-sockets OpenMP must sent large data to remote sockets via HyperTransport links. Figure 15 shows Figure 16 show L1, L2 and L3 cache miss ratios. In the AMD Opteron "Barcelona" B8000 CPU, each core has L1 and L2 caches and all cores in a socket share L3 cache. The L2 cache miss ratio of the flat-MPI model is lower than that of the hybrid model in all subroutines. Especially, in the "(PC)" subroutine, the L2 cache miss ratio is significantly different. As future work, the use of L2 cache in the hybrid programming model must be considered.
Performance counters
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have explored the performance of an OpenMP/MPI hybrid programming model for RSDFT code on a large scale multi-core multi-socket cluster, T2K Open Supercomputer. We have shown that • Using OpenMP across sockets is not good strategy because it must sent large data to remote sockets via HyperTransport links. Figure 16 . L1, L2, and L3 Cache miss ratios (left to right). SilOOO, 2node(32core). 8 processes for fiat MPI, 2 processes and 4 threads for OpenMP/MPI hybrid.
